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Executive Summary
“I don’t particularly like lobster but when I went to Maine, I felt obliged to try a Maine Lobster roll”
(Bridlington fisherman)



Northern Shores Ltd (NS) were engaged by the East Riding of Yorkshire Council
(ERYC hereafter) to undertake consultation with targeted stakeholder groups in
Bridlington to gauge support and interest in the implementation of the Bridlington
Bay Strategy, reimagining the region as a lobster and seafood destination.



NS approached engagement through semi-structured interviews, phone calls, email
exchanges and face to face meetings. We approached 302 businesses and key
individuals within the sector, yielding 78 meaningful responses and exchanges,
including 39 in depth interviews.



Feedback from interviewees was overwhelmingly positive with particular interest in
opportunities for marketing, increased and more diverse tourism and additional
retail opportunities for local seafood and related experiences.



Concerns were raised around the disparate supply chain, price points and the lack
of existing demand for lobster. A key issue was the need to develop both lobster
product availability and marketing concurrently as one will fail without the other at
this initial inception stage.



The introduction of a new geographic moniker in ‘Bridlington Bay’ received general
support, but nearly all stakeholders highlighted a need for a very strong and longterm marketing campaign to integrate and build its association. However, ‘Lobster
Capital of Europe’ as a strap line received near universal endorsement.



Opportunities were highlighted around potential for activities that would extend the
tourist season and developments in lobster processing that would allow for
marketing beyond the live product and suit existing retailers.



A series of recommendations have been developed for one, two and three year
implementation, but further consultation in other areas falling within the Bridlington
Bay region, brand development, market testing lobster food products, subsidisation
of pilot champion outlets and the development of retail infrastructure were
identified as priorities and key next steps.
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Context for the consultancy
Project Summary and Consultant Methodology
This consultation and project commission was built upon the foundation of a series of
projects from the ERYC Lobster Strategy looking at opportunities to regenerate Bridlington
and specifically the outputs from the University of Hull’s Project Pincer report which
provided an initial review into the positioning of lobster tourism in key sites around the
globe. Building on this foundation literature, this strategic consultation was designed to
engage local stakeholders, determine the regional opportunities for food destination
tourism and gauge business interest to reimagine the region as ‘Bridlington Bay’. This
report is formatted in recognition of the existing literature base and is presented as
headline findings for key consultation work streams with accompanying strategic
recommendations.
Our approach to stakeholder engagement was to undertake semi-structured interviews,
guiding conversations through a series of topics and discussion points, but not in a set
format. The semi-structured interview process allows for greater freedom of direction and
a more open dialogue, allowing stakeholders to explore and bring forward their ideas and
proposals.
Following initial engagement with some key actors within the local fishing industry, it was
apparent that there was a degree of scepticism regarding the Bridlington Bay strategy, with
some consultation fatigue, in addition to previous negative experiences with consultants.
As a result, it was necessary to reinforce the idea that we were there to listen and collate
views rather than instruct and dictate the project’s direction. Interviews were conducted
between 30-60 minutes and interviewees were assured that all responses would be
anonymised and that they could retract their cooperation at any time. No set format was
followed but we made sure that we covered the following points:





What do you think of the Bridlington Bay concept?
How do you think we should raise the profile of the industry?
What would help you get behind the project?
What blockers can you see that might impede the project?

Interviews were transcribed and uploaded to NVivo1 and coded to the most common themes
discussed. Data from the interviews collated by code was referred to constantly while
writing the report to ensure it is an accurate reflection of stakeholder viewpoints at the
time. Fisheries data for Bridlington was extracted from MMO records2,3 and summarised
using RStudio Statistical software4

1

NVivo qualitative data analysis software; QSR International Pty Ltd. Version 12, 2018.
https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/uk-vessel-lists
3
https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/monthly-uk-sea-fisheries-statistics#2021
4
R Core Team (2021). R: A language and environment for statistical computing. R Foundation for Statistical
Computing, Vienna, Austria. URL https://www.R-project.org/.
2
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Introduction to Bridlington
“Bridlington crab has a good name worldwide – it gets sent to Devon where it is
repackaged as Devon crab” (Landing Co. Rep)

Bridlington is a traditional English seaside town with a modest population of 33,873. Local
employment is dominated by seasonal roles attributed to both tourism and the hospitality
sector. The population is predominantly white, with fewer than national average residents
from outside the UK (96% from the UK in Bridlington v 86% nationally). In a review of the
‘Seaside Tourist Industry’ Bridlington was estimated to support 2,200 jobs from tourism,
accounting for 17% of all employment, with seaside tourism estimated to account for 34% of
the towns estimated GVA5.
The Yorkshire tourism sector is worth an estimated £9bn to the region, accounting for 9% of
employment, supporting an estimated 224,000 jobs, and the region attracts 129 million
tourism day trips, 10.5 million domestic overnight trips and 1.4 million inbound tourism
trips6.
A characterisation study of coastal tourism undertaken by the East Riding Council (ERYC)
identified an estimated 0.8 million overnight stays with an average spend of £50.47-, and
9.3-million-day visits with an average spend of £39.59 for day tourists7. Visitor demand
surveys demonstrated that 56% of tourists consisted of repeat visitation and 43% of visitors
travelled from beyond a 2-hour radius. A needs analysis highlighted that 39% of visitors
surveyed expected better-quality food and drink options.
A DEFRA assessment of local food and drink impacts on rural tourism reaffirmed its
importance to tourists’ and visitors’ experiences, estimating 35% of spend per head was
allocated to food and drink8. Included in the assessment, a Cornish case study highlighted
that 80% of visitors were influenced by the high-quality regional food and drink offer, with
reference to restaurateurs adapting their dining experience to cater for seasonal changes
leading to an extension of the main season by up to 1.5 months. The report concluded in a
series of key principles; in particular a clear need to develop food and drink activities as
visitor attractions in their own right, and the benefit of strong market branding. A
complementary NEF assessment of local spending and supply chain analysis estimated a
regional ‘multiplier effect’ where every £10 spent in a local food outlet can generate £25 to
the local economy through repeat spend by local owners and employees9. This is in
comparison to £10 spent in a supermarket, generating a reinvestment of £2.40 in the local
economy.
With restaurants and outlets across the Yorkshire Coast now re-opening or re-imagining
their businesses for takeaway options, our regional partners are highlighting that the
market has changed and there is an immediate need to help rebuild public confidence in
seated venues, reinvigorate seafood demand, capitalise on the increasing staycation
market and extend further into the shoulder season. Customers are outlining new
expectations and there is now a greater demand for; extended higher quality experiences
5

BEATTY C, FOTHERGILL S, GORE A and WILSON I (2010). The Seaside Tourist Industry in England and
Wales. Other. Sheffield Hallam University.
6

Tourism data report Yorkshire and Humber region (2019) Welcome to Yorkshire
Tourism Accommodation Study (2016) East Riding of Yorkshire Council
8
Rural tourism and local food and drink (2016) ICF International
9
The Money Trail: Measuring your impact on the local economy (2002) New Economics Foundation
7
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but with lower covers, exceptional street food, take home self-cook products and more
self-guided experiences.
The opportunity to successfully implement the Bridlington Bay strategy appears timely in
reflection of increased national interest in local seafood, a growing domestic food culture
and increasing re-association with the UKs fishing industry and heritage. Complementing
Bridlington’s existing natural attraction to tourists and the increased interest in staycation
holidays, the Bridlington Bay area is in a prime position to take advantage of its unique
position as the largest lobster landing port in Europe and use this as a marketing vehicle to
develop opportunities for growth of the local economy, improve business resilience and
support transformation into a year-round food destination.

Introduction to the Fishery
“What is the current attraction for people coming to the ‘lobster capital’? There is nothing related to
that title. There is no publicity of the fishery and more information about it needed.”
Bridlington Fisherman

The fishing industry in Bridlington has seen phenomenal changes in the last 50 years from
a port dominated by mobile gear targeting demersal species such as cod, whiting and
haddock, to a fleet almost entirely comprising static gear fishers using pots. From 1970
until around 1998 it was a significant whitefish port with annual landings from the trawling
fleet peaking at about £4.5 million in 1987. By 2000, because of changes in legislation for
fishing boats over 10 m in length the fleet had switched over to almost entirely static gear
targeting lobster and brown crab with the value since 2019 generally amounting to more
than £10 million per annum (Figure 1). Current value of landings far outstrips those during
the period where whitefish trawlers were dominant in the port.
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Figure 1: A) Landings (tonnes) of fish and shellfish into Bridlington since 1970, B) Value
(£000s) of landings of fish and shellfish into Bridlington since 1970

Over time the infrastructure in the harbour has switched from supporting fresh and frozen
whitefish landings to supporting the export market for live lobster and dressed/live crab.
Looking at the demographics of the fleet in Bridlington Harbour it is clear that there has
been an increase in the overall length of fishing boats and that the average age of vessel
has decreased considerably since 2014. This reflects the huge growth in the value of the
static gear fishery in the last ten year and the significant investment that fishers have made
in their businesses.
With the change in fishing method has come a change in attitude to fishing. Trawler
skippers are generally nomadic and never quite sure what they are going to catch day to
day. Those that work static gear are territorial and can be sure that if they put in the effort,
they will make a good living. The former tend to take the good times when they come while
the latter are more likely to build their businesses up and feel some ownership of their
local fishing grounds.
The majority of seafood landed and processed in Bridlington has in recent years been
destined for export to Europe and beyond. Europe in particular provides the single most
important high volume high value market for most species harvested or produced in the UK
(80%)10. However much of this international trade, particularly for smaller suppliers is now
much more difficult to access. Anecdotes from one stakeholder estimated for a single
consignment to Europe there is a standard additional cost of £540 in administration
charges (import/export, EHV, vets)11

10
11

https://fishingnews.co.uk/news/brexit-shellfish-threat-no-deal-brexit-shellfish-warning/
Brown, A (2020) Shellfish exports to the EU; Past, Present Future. Clearwater Ltd. Presentation to SAGB.
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Results and Recommendations
Identifying key stakeholders, community champions and local businesses.
Our consultation was launched at a well-attended event for local businesses coordinated
by ERYC. From this we garnered several contacts who were willing to be interviewed.
Using our extensive links, built up over 20 years, we made initial contact with key players in
the fishing industry who we felt were critical to engage as advocates and champions for the
strategy. Active businesses in the hospitality trade were contacted through the wellestablished Signature Seafood network12. We made particular efforts to contact leaders in
key local networks such as the fishing industry, business and the local food network. In
conversations with these initial contacts, we were put in touch with further businesses and
individuals who are connected with the town and the seafood or tourism industry in some
way.

Establishing interest in the potential to operate lobster ‘fish & cook’ excursions.
“Other places have fishing experience opportunities. At the moment it’s not obvious to the public that
the industry is so important.”

12



Hook & Catch experiences are a common visitor activity in several main fishing
regions around the UK and internationally. They predominantly take the format of a
charter boat experience, where tourists can use local fishing methods to catch their
own fish, or work collectively as part of a ‘crew’ for the day, culminating in an
onboard cooking experience or barbeque.



The revenue opportunities are variable and appear dependent on charter boat
demand and tourism demographic, however significant returns can be achieved
with a premium product targeted at the right audience.

https://www.facebook.com/signatureseafood/
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In review of a sample of comparable UK experiences;
-

A 3-hour experience incorporated as part of the Causeway Coast Foodie Trail, is
priced at £50 for children and £75 for adults, including fishing, filleting of any
catch and breakfast.

-

A 2-hour viewing only trip on a licensed lobster potting boat from Conwy in
Wales, charges £20 for adults and £14 for children, with the opportunity to
purchase catch in addition.

-

A trial in North Yorkshire between a local charter vessel and Raithwaite Hall
was promoted at £120 per person. This included a trip on a charter vessel,
followed by catches being prepared and cooked for visitors as an evening meal
at the Halls main restaurant.



Initial discussions were held with North Eastern IFCA, seeking clarification of the
influence of their local regulations on ‘fish & cook’ opportunities. IFCA Officers
confirmed that their shellfish permit regulations both restrict the vessel type that
can operate pots and the number of lobsters that can be landed. Regarding the
existing charter fleet, no vessels in Bridlington harbour hold combined charter and
fishing licenses, so they would be limited by the IFCA regulation to working a
maximum of 10 pots or and landing 2 lobsters for personal consumption per day.
These limits were considered too small to make a viable tourism experience.



NSMC also sought advice from a fisherman who had previously operated a similar
tourism offer, who identified specific issues with paying dual harbour fees for
commercial and charter fishing, making his operation financially unviable.



In discussions with the MCA, the UKs regulator for commercial vessels, they
directed us to the current regulations and requirements for coding passenger
vessels which confirmed our assumptions over the alignment of operational
requirements, safety equipment and vessel adaptions.



Licensing of vessels to carry passengers is dominated by a charter fleet with
authorisation for 12 persons or less, as this is a UK coding limit prior to specialist
design and build requirements for larger passenger numbers.



A review of the relevant MCA regulations and discussions with HFIG on their
passenger operations confirmed that specialist adaptations, beyond those required
as a generic charter vessels, are necessary for commercial equipment
demonstrations, requiring full segregation from the working area. The costs
associated with this can be considerable and also include insurance uplifts due to
increased risks.



Further, the requirements for onboard hook & catch experiences include
appropriate training, cooking facilities and authorisation from the local
environmental health team.
9



The adaptations required to alter a commercial vessels into combined commercial
and charter vessels, with the segregation space required, is prohibitive and would
compromise the fishing capacity of the majority of vessels in the Bridlington fleet.



The two remaining main charter vessels based in Bridlington were contacted for
discussion, but responses were not received from either.

Recommendations
In discussions with interested parties, a sensible compromise position was
explored; one party who operates a vessel which is coded for 12 passengers and
holds scientific / educational dispensations to work more than 10 pots expressed
tentative interest, however they cannot land any lobster catch through these.
Our recommendation would be to identify a local partner restaurant and create a 2stage experience, where following a ‘sea safari’ trip, visitors could then engage in
an onshore cooking and tasting experience, using lobster purchased from one of the
landing merchants.
As these discussions are at an outline stage, we would recommend some dedicated
facilitation to assist parties to further develop the opportunity and progress a trial –
this would support determination of demand, price point, frequency and establish an
activity with marketable potential.

Promoting the use of locally caught seafood in the hospitality sector.
“We need to get locals eating lobster and chips to maintain business for outlets throughout
the year. Seafood units on the carpark, similar to Scarborough could be a good place with a
decent view.” (Landing Co. rep)
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As an initial starting point for engaging with the hospitality sector we have drawn on
our experiences and established relationships within the Signature Seafood
Yorkshire Programme which has been running across the region since 2018 and
garners support from over 80 Yorkshire based restaurants, suppliers, processes
and food businesses.



Reviewing the current market baseline, lobster is only available in a very limited
number of outlets in the Bridlington region, with 6 – 8 outlets confirming they carry
local seafood dishes on a regular basis.



A common narrative from restaurants was that the local supply chain was unstable,
with some suppliers letting them down due to their smaller order volumes during
low catch periods, and that price fluctuations heavily impacted a year-round offer.
The live lobster market requires a very specific and rapid supply chain to allow for
the movement of premium quality fresh animals.



Feedback from one outlet detailed that their restaurant was undertaking weekly
trips to Leeds to purchase a range of seafood, as the supply from Bridlington made
carrying local dishes unviable and was prohibitively expensive. The limited range
and options available from the Bridlington fleet are also a barrier as they provide
almost exclusively crab and lobster, so some outlets explained it is simply easier to
arrange all fish stock through a national distributor.



Outline feedback from soft contacts identified a series of key barriers to wider
seafood adoption.
-



A lack of space for preparation of live shellfish.
No formal training in shellfish handling or preparation.
Concerns over cross contamination and allergen risk.
Financial viability of shellfish preparation.
Issues with specialist waste disposal and odour concerns.
Cost of specialist equipment to cook and prepare seafood dishes.
Seasonal availability of lobster.
Variations in costs throughout the year.
Concerns over shelf life and sales volume.
Price point in comparison to chicken and red meats.
Lack of fresh fish availability.
Cheap American lobster of poor quality that puts people off buying a more
expensive product they assume is the same.
Lack of knowledge about preparation and use, or dish options.

A key component of feedback and specific point of focus was that smaller outlets,
café, and street food venders had minimal preparation space, and numerous
vendors discussed the need for a pre-prepared freeze-able or ready-to-use
product.
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Based on these comments and feedback we commissioned a specialist seafood
chef, Rob Green, to assess the meat yield from a standard 355-gram lobster to
determine the potential components available. This lobster grade and weight
represents the premium size grade, just above the national Minimum Conservation
Reference Size and dominant landings.



38% of whole weight, 136 grams of meat was yielded post cooking and processing,
returning 212g of currently waste material (head, body, shell – Figure 2).

Figure 1: Processed lobster components and associated meat yield (grams)



Based on a first sale price of £15 per KG, this would equate to £5.33 per lobster,
or £0.04 per gram. Scaled by meat yield, this would equate to price of £39.15 per
kilo of usable meat product, excluding cooking and processing costs.



As an alternative we engaged a specialist firm processing lobster who
estimated a £40 per kilo price point for cooked and deshelled claws, which
would appear extremely competitive.



A greater premium is attributed to the tail, as the most attractive, sizeable and
in-demand meat component. Dialogue with both a specialist seafood chef and
processor indicated that it was likely cooking, and processing costs could be
recuperated within the margins of the tail sales alone. Very indicative costings,
which are reliant on volume and batch production, suggested a combined
cooking and processing cost of £1.50 per animal.

Table 1 Weights and prices of components of a prepared xx g lobster

Grams
65
30
20
6
15

£
3.82
1.76
1.18
0.35
0.88

Component
Tail
Claw 1
Claw 2
Leg
Knuckle

No. Per KG
15
33
50
167
67
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In our discussions with suppliers, fishmongers, merchants and fish sellers, the
premium market is associated with whole lobsters, half lobsters, whole tails or
butterflied tails. Currently there is a low local market demand, with sales
considerably outstripped by dressed crab, with anecdotal feedback that the price
point is prohibitive.



In addition, the short-shelf life of newly cooked and dressed shellfish was seen
as a concern. Lobster is expensive to stock and with low demand, so the risk of
spoilage was seen as greater than other product lines.



Views captured from semi-structured interviews with local restaurants
confirmed a market division, with only higher end or specialist outlets regularly
or seasonally carrying lobster dishes, with a general perception that lobster is
only presented as a whole or half and available as a main dish.

Recommendations
Subsidisation: To pump-prime and drive adoption of seafood within the
Bridlington locality a key and fundamental recommendation to the successful
delivery of this strategy would be partnering with a number of test venues and
subsidising their adoption of lobster onto their menus.
We presently sit at the juxtaposition of having a unique fishery and opportunity
to promote, but without either sufficient products available to market, or a
market to meet demand driving product development. Without intervention, the
Bridlington Bay strategy will not progress as venues will be unable to speculate
on seafood adoption within their premises, particularly in the current
challenging economic climate.
We propose invitational engagement with 5 – 10 champion restaurants and food
outlets, supporting the establishment of a local Yorkshire based lobster supply
chain, and utilising these as a test bed for building the brand and market upon.
We anticipate that this would require support, facilitation and promotion to be
successful, but would provide a series of anchor venues from which to build the
brand. We suggest supporting taster evenings, adoption of a permanent lobster
dish onto their menus for the trial duration and potentially a competition or
seasonal event launch.
The anticipated costs for this would be minimal, where we recommend simply
covering the costs of lobster stock purchase and some facilitation support,
which formatted in this manner would allow for rapid development and address
a key barrier to strategy progression.
Secondary Processing: It is apparent from multiple stakeholders that the
disconnection in the local supply chain is the between fishermen and merchants
as primary producers, and restaurants & food outlets which require lobster in a
specific pre-prepared format. There is a clear intervention required to support
13

small scale cooking and processing of lobster into a frozen deshelled product,
which can then be released to meet market demand.
This approach offers numerous benefits, as it would move away from a shortshelf-life live product into a storage product. This could also address concerns
over fluctuations in price, where bulk purchasing and processing during peak
seasons could increase the competitiveness of the price point and freeze down
sufficient product to meet demand in low landing periods. We recommend
investigating the potential for the development of a public-private partnership,
supporting the provision of specialist lobster processing premises with storage
capacity to hold a volume of frozen produce. This would appear the most
appropriate avenue to ensure that ERYC retain a controlling influence
supporting the long-term supply of Bridlington lobster to local businesses and
crucially addresses the disconnect in the local supply chain.

Examining the scope and actions to expand the seafood local takeaway offer.
“A Carnaby seafood village – I would be interested in going into processing. Could there be a link
between processing units and access to retail kiosk?”

Takeaway Offer


Existing hospitality and food service providers have formed the main
demographic responding to this strategy development, and dialogue has been
wide ranging and accounts for a variety of business models and circumstances.
Numerous reasons were highlighted and offered to explain the lack of seafood
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demand, but generalised these came down to availability, convenience and price
point.


The current local seafood supply chain suffers from disenfranchisement where
the seafood offer in restaurants is not associated with the local industry, mainly
driven by the dominance in demand for fish & chip, scampi, or the salmon, tuna
and prawns which are more familiar options for consumers



There is a clear need to transition beyond the current limited market demand for
live, whole cooked, or whole halved lobsters which is limited in its appeal and
engagement.



Given concerns over the economy and price point of utilising lobster within
dishes, and unfamiliarity of some restaurateurs, there is a need to demonstrate
its economic model and viability.



Building on the initial assessment of lobster meat yield and average price per
gram, we contracted Chef Green to undertake a basic review of dish viability
from various lobster components. This was not full dish and recipe
development, but to understand if, when lobster meat was cooked and
processed in a certain way, it was viable and provided a product comparable to
other proteins. Further development work to refine finished products is
required, however this lobster street food scoping work confirmed that the
following were all viable dishes; Crispy whole Claw; Fish Finger - Panko claws
strips; Lobster Roll; Lobster burger; Lobster chowder; Lobster bisque; Lobster
popcorn; Hail Tail Skewers and Lobster Scampi.

Recommendations
We propose hosting a series of ‘pop up’ events to test public perception, at key
sites across Bridlington. These will provide seafood tasters and samples, and
capture feedback from the public to gauge views on high quality lobster street
food, and also the Bridlington Bay branding.
We also recommend the assessment of freezing processes for lobster meat, to
determine the most appropriate cooking process and storage techniques to
maintain meat quality for the application proposed and confirmation of shelf-life.
In addition, the commissioning of a specialist to undertake full dish development
and refinement to create a series of Bridlington Bay lobster dishes, with full
recipe cards, recommended portion sizes, economics and video demonstrations.
We recommend this includes the full series scoped out by Chef Green listed
above. Given the feedback from restaurants and food outlets that they require a
prepared and chilled or preferably frozen product, this is quite a departure from
standard approaches of cooking lobster. Once frozen, the meat reacts in a
slightly different manner to fresh produce which can impact quality, texture and
also produce a ‘dusty’ finish. The professional development of these dishes
would identify optimum processes to avoid these pitfalls and ensure creation of
15

quality product, and with the supporting materials means more outlets are likely
to adopt dishes.
It is also noted that feedback from outlets has highlighted concerns over
shellfish as an allergen and has indicated it would need an isolated cooking
appliance to avoid cross contamination with their existing equipment. Given
feedback on spatial constraints, storage limitations and preparations areas
cooking approaches need to be designed for using low-cost compact equipment
which can be isolated.

Retail Units


Throughout stakeholder consultation, a common theme has been commentary
on the lack of availability and strategic positioning of retail units suitable to
serve as seafood takeaways. Seven key stakeholders stated their interest in
seeking and monitoring the availability of commercial premises in the town, but
poor suitability and conversion costs were the main barrier to pursuing
business expansion or new business development. Further, three vendors had
purchased mobile seafood trucks or catering trailers primarily for the events
and market circuit, and all had approached East Riding Council to explore
opportunities for vehicle pitches in high footfall areas, but these were unsuitable
for a series of key sites. From these discussions the market entry point appears
to be for the smallest scale, low risk, single operator kiosks.

Recommendations
Retail Development: To improve the seafood offer and availability in the
Bridlington region and develop the market for street food / higher calibre
takeaway options, we recommend the piloting of a series of 4 micro retail
‘seafood shacks’, with initial positioning of single units in Bridlington North Bay,
Bridlington South Bay, Hornsea and Withernsea. This would allow the Council to
gauge public demand and provide a test bed for further concepts of the
Bridlington Bay Strategy. Having consulted with the council officers, a series of
potential sites have been identified in high footfall but underserviced areas. We
would also recommend the inclusion of a tenancy covenant to ensure a seafood
offer is provided and a condition imposed that tenant must provide supporting
sales information. Drawing on prefabricated and fitted catering units which are
held in stock, this pilot could be implemented for the 2022 season, allowing their
performance to inform further strategy development.
-

Micro-Processing Unit Link: Further, we would recommend the Council
considers a future preferential link between tenants renting the proposed
processing units and micro retail units proposed in ‘page 35 - Site Five Carnaby’,
as this will ensure tenants have sufficient facilities available to process and
store their seafood in volume.
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Food Activities
“We have always thought that Bridlington should do more to promote the seafood harvested in our
waters. We would love to see the quality of our seafood strongly promoted... and have a greater
selection of venues selling local seafood”



One key element identified from the University of Hull’s Project Pincer report
that responded to the ERYC Lobster Strategy was the need to make local food,
events, attractions and activities in their own right to support food destination
tourism. Bridlington currently lacks any such offerings of a comparable nature
to those reported in Maine or other key food destinations.



Tourist audiences can become fatigued with similar restaurant or eatery
experiences. In recognition of one strategy target being repeat visitation, a
range of activities spread across differing durations or timings throughout the
day should be encouraged as these should maintain engagement and provide a
holding draw, increasing overall stay duration within the area.



One concern raised by a number of stakeholders was that seafood is quite a
niche market at the moment with variable demand and can have quite polarising
appeal. Therefore, offering a range of interactive and viewable experiences or
activities could afford an inclusive appeal to all members of a family group.



In discussions with restaurants, producers and key venues, it is apparent there
is considerable scope for collaborative development and coordination of food
experiences, but this an area many businesses do not have the time to support
the initial setup and coordination.

17

Recommendations / Opportunities
Food Tours: The creation of a food tour scheme working with a collective of
accommodation providers, seafood producers, restaurants and charter vessel
operators. The disconnection between sectors is apparent at the moment, but a
clear pathway to deliver of a series of high-end long weekends or short breaks
could bring together a series of local businesses into a specialist package. There
are opportunities to link together various sectors such as accommodation
providers with; smokehouses, breweries, cookery schools and restaurants etc,
which could be formatted into a multiple stop two-day break or similar if
facilitation and funding support can be provided.
Taster Evenings: In reflection of the current limited offer of seafood within
Bridlington, taster evenings are seen as an opportunity for outlets to provide
specialist nights and engage with Bridlington Bay initiative without substantial
speculation on purchasing stock. Suggestions such as seafood tapas nights or
seafood afternoon tea have been brought forward by stakeholders, as the use of
multiple seafood species will allow them to cater for variable tastes, but also
introduce and test the appeal of lobster.
Secondary Processing & Products: A key area of feedback from seafood
suppliers and outlets has been how to interact and service the day tripper
market. This demographic of tourist is unlikely to stay for an evening meal and is
generally looking for a specific beach trip combined with fish & chips short visit.
The development of secondary food products, which can be safely transported
and carrying the Bridlington Bay brand are an opportunity that is currently
underdeveloped and under exploited, but holds significant potential. Seasonings,
oils and smoked products are market staples in other seafood regions, with long
shelf lives and attract a considerable premium as they are perceived as
specialist artisanal products.
Seafood Market: To support destination tourism the Bridlington Bay Strategy
needs to be underpinned by a series of rolling regular events, so tourism
businesses and food producers can plan with assurance around key dates. The
introduction of a quarterly seafood market would appear to offer a significant
draw and point of focus for the Bridlington Bay brand to build its reputation and
following. Given the success of other regional farmers and food markets, the
creation of a regular event would give confidence to a number of stakeholders
to expand and refine their businesses, in particular those already attending a
rolling North East schedule of events. However, one point of concern is that this
will take time to build and develop into a solely specialist seafood event and
venue. A consideration would be the initial blending of a local seafood and
farmers market, focusing on local produce, ensuring there is a sufficient variety
and diversity of produce to draw sufficient footfall.
Seafood Festival: The performance of the ad-hoc Bridlington Seafood Festival
has demonstrated that a well facilitated and delivered event can bring significant
new footfall and tourism to the town. As a keystone event and calendar
highlight, an annual festival is seen as crucial by the majority of stakeholders.
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Concerns were raised over multiple relocations, a lack of direct seafood
available for purchase and lack of community consultation.
Timing: World Lobster Day currently falls on the 25th of September and
National Lobster Day in Maine falls on the 15th June, with both attracting
significant national and international marketing. Given the unique timing of
our local fishery, which often has a peak and ‘turn out’ in July or August, and
interlinking with peak marketing opportunities, timing the festival to fall
within either the start or end of the summer holidays would appear to be the
most prudent for effective commercialisation. If preferred, we could align
with either international date above.
Seafood: Multiple stakeholders were critical at the lack of seafood
availability and offerings in some years. Effective delivery of the festival is
reliant on securing and expanding the range of seafood on offer. Several
comments were raised about supporting and subsiding a communal
fishermen’s stall so they could sell direct. A diversification from solely
shellfish was also seen as critical to ensure there was a sufficient range of
produce on offer.

Competitions: In review of the performance of other international food
destinations, competitions form a significant draw and marketing element. From
a restaurant perspective either a rolling on-menu competition or specialist
evening can have considerable demand and drive footfall to a venue. In review of
competitions, they generally fall into 3 categories
1. Volume, 2. Heat 3. Speed.
Given the diversity and variety of restaurants and food outlets within the
Bridlington locality, there appears to be numerous opportunities to develop
food-based competitions within the town. However, based on current feedback
we would recommend some degree of facilitation and start-up support.

Cookery School: A key stakeholder provided a narrative that they had been
seeking premises for a seafood cookery school for the past three years without
success. In reflection of this, a cookery school offers a number of opportunities
and avenues to both engage the public as a food attraction and to support local
capacity building through professional training.
As a food activity, cookery schools are a premium year-round venue which offer
a different and more affluent experience to those currently available in the
Bridlington locality. The theatre, hands-on experience and learning new skills
are all appealing aspects which can realise significant premiums for short
duration course, and all can be offered as a year round experience. In review of
comparable venues price points.
i.

The Wolds Cookery School ‘Fishy Experience’ is £140 for a 10:00am to
4:00pm full day course.
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ii.

A Yorkshire seafood masterclass is £145 for a full day experience at
the Malton cookery school.

iii.

A full day fish & seafood day at Ash Burton Cookery School costs
£185.

From a commercial perspective, the lack of local training, or exposure to
other roles within the seafood sector is an impairment to both local
recruitment into existing processors and also the development of new small
processing businesses. At present the region’s shellfish landings are
predominately exported for live sale or transported to other regions for
processing, and the lack of local processing facilities is supporting this
displacement to other regions, when we could retain and support skilled
workers instead. There is strategic opportunity for the region to redress this,
developing suitable premises to create a local Seafood Cookery School and
Seafood Skills Centre. This would provide professional level skills training
focusing on seafood, including partnership opportunities with local
secondary schools and colleges that would support development across a
range of catering disciplines.

Marketing & Promotion
“I don’t particularly like lobster but when I went to Maine I felt obliged to try a Maine
Lobster roll” (Bridlington fisherman)

Branding


The development of a branding style guide and reaching consensus has been a
problematic element to this consultation given the numerous different
perspectives. Through our semi-structured interview approach, we generally
broached and discussed the interviewee’s thoughts on Bridlington Bay, Lobster
Capital of Europe and Branding needs as separate elements of discussions to
capture these as individual points of feedback.
Shape: Direction on logo requirements and placements supported a circular
shape as the most suitable and adaptable for stakeholder needs but included
suggestions for some standout feature and texture.
Location: Bridlington Bay had strong support, but stakeholders cautioned it
would need a substantial marketing campaign to build recognition and rebrand
the area to be successful. This new geographic moniker was challenged, with
stakeholders recommending reversion to Holderness or Yorkshire as clear
alternative favourites. The majority accepted that Bridlington Bay could be
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representative but would need long term marketing support and cohesive
support up and down the coastline to be successful.
Colour Scheme: There was no clear consensus on colour scheme. Black (Live
Lobster), Blue (Marine) and Red (cooked lobster) were all proposed by a variety
of stakeholders.
Strap Line: Lobster Capital of Europe had clear support as a preference with the
terminology having already gained some traction and a degree of recognition by
businesses and was considered a key selling point for the brand.
Font: There was no clear consensus on font type or text size. Requirements are
that it needs to be clear and adaptable for multiple uses. Font type should be
engaging and not overly plain.
Imagery / Central Icon: Stakeholders had a strong preference for a lifelike and
centralised image of a whole lobster, over cartoon, contemporary of parts
(claws / tails etc) or text alone. Specific feedback was for the claws to be
representative of a European Lobster with clear cutting and crusher claws.
Variations:
o Single colour tone (all black)
o Landscape banner (for menus / hardcopy print)
o Doubled Strap Line for events- ‘Seafood Festival’.
o Vinyl printing and hot foil stamping
o Multiple suggestions over electronic formats and animation options.

Quality Assurance
As a secondary quality assurance process, we sought feedback from 8 key
stakeholders after consolidating all recommendations and feedback into style
guide and basic summary logo. The feedback from this QA was robust, with
suggestions that we need some standout feature or design element. The
challenge in this situation is the compromise between simplicity for recognition
and printing, balanced against the appeal and standout nature of a logo,
particularly with a main element as complex as a lifelike lobster.

“It doesn’t seem memorable; it could be any lobster fishery anywhere”
“I wasn’t overwhelmed visually… its needs something more eye catching”
“It’s a good start, but update the claws”
“I feel a bit underwhelmed, it’s not eye catching enough”
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Recommendations
We would recommend engagement of a specialist design company to utilise the
style guide as a brief for logo concept development and refinement of 3-4
options. The contrasting needs of the logo and brand make it a complex but
crucial element to deliver successfully whilst gaining sufficient buy-in from
local businesses. It should be perceived positively that both ‘Bridlington Bay’ and
‘Lobster Capital of Europe’ secured good support from across sectors, however
despite multiple commonalities, there are still difficulties in determining a final
design through stakeholder consultation and we would recommend in-field
market testing with tourist audiences.

Provenance


A point of challenge from processors, fishmongers and suppliers was the
definition of a Bridlington Bay Lobster. A poor definition risks dispersion of
benefits to wider areas and diminishes the impact of the branding.



In addition, Bridlington currently lacks sufficient processing capacity to meet the
likely market demand for even an initial trial over 5 – 10 restaurants and food
outlets.



After discussion and review of similar food monikers, the viable provenance
options can be categorised into three considerations;
1.

Locally caught within Bridlington Bay and locally processed.

2. Locally caught within Bridlington Bay and processed within Yorkshire
3. Externally caught outside of Bridlington Bay and locally processed.

Recommendations
We would recommend Option 1 and Option 2 are adopted as the most
appropriate definitions of a Bridlington Bay lobster product.
There is opportunity to refine this to just Option 1 in the future, but the limited
capacity for processing currently within the Bridlington Bay area would hinder
strategy implementation.
Complementing this we would recommend that the East Riding Council protects
the logo and branding under a licensing agreement, where all users of the logo
must adopt a provenance statement explaining where their lobster is sourced
from and that their products meet the criteria of a Bridlington Bay lobster.
Further, this provenance statement should be visible and published within their
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premises and accessible to customers. Through regulatory paperwork
associated with the handling and transport of fish, there are mechanisms for
ERYC to audit the supply chain which should be monitored and enforced.

Geographic Bounding
The scope of this contract was to engage businesses within the Bridlington town
locality and determine scope for progression of the Bridlington Bay strategy
with key stakeholders in this specific area. Our promotion of this consultation
and networking with local partners has seen bridging connections from
businesses in Beverley, Hull, Driffield, Scarborough and Leeds which could not
always be accommodated within the consultation timeframe. As the proposal for
Bridlington Bay as a brand and marketing entity is to encompass the wider
Holderness and Flamborough areas, with currently undefined landward extent,
there is a clear need to define boundaries and engage the wider stakeholder
demographic.
Recommendations
Implementation of focused stakeholder consultation with relevant businesses
and partners in both Hornsea, Withernsea, Flamborough, Bempton and Buckton
where we recommend a repeat roll out of this consultation approach to ensure
these views and opinions are captured to inform strategy development. This
includes both mapping of specific development needs and seafood opportunities
in these areas.
Engagement with seafood restaurants and suppliers in the associated hinterland
from the coast, identifying opportunities and an appropriate landward boundary
for the branding geography.
Engagement with other strategic local brands and geographies to ensure there
is sufficient distinction and a clear coherent approach, avoiding conflict or mixed
messaging.
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Signage & Focal Points
“Be careful about plans for too many banners and signs, we don’t want too many as people
will stop paying attention.”



To successfully instil a sense of theatre and occasion for Bridlington Bay as a
destination there is a clear need for a coherent messaging strategy, focal point
development and regular reinforcement of the branding.



Introducing a new geographic moniker will be significant challenge and require
a long-term strategy to build the destination’s collective reputation. Brand
placement and regular touchpoints within the town will be key to drive and build
momentum for visitor experiences.



In our opinion Bridlington is currently subject to multiple phases of
development, regeneration and legacy projects, and while these are excellent
standalone developments, they often lack a sense of coherence and connectivity.
The significant regeneration of the key venues such as the Spa or Leisure
Centre can be found adjacent to dilapidated areas or require access routes
which detract from the overall feel and sense of place which can diminish their
overall appeal.



Gateways to the town require specific attention as the initial introduction to
Bridlington Bay and entrance to the Lobster Capital of Europe as a destination.
We have specifically referenced the Park & Ride and Coach drop-off in page 32 –
Promenade. The regeneration of the Train station has provided an exceptional
plaza space and gateway to the town, however feedback from stakeholders was
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that the current wayfinding is mixed and confusing. Anecdotes suggested
tourists were confused by signposting with some walking North on Quay Road
rather than South. The initial walk South on Quay Road was also raised in
several comments, as tourists are greeted with a series of tired store frontages
and vacant boarded premises, which wasn’t considered the most appealing
introduction to the town.
Recommendations
Development of common gateway entrance artwork for Kingsgate, A164 and
A165. These access routes afford opportunities to install large imposing artwork
or dramatic series pieces which would offer a theatrical sense of arrival to
Bridlington Bay. Opportunities such as 6-8ft lobster sculptures, similar to those
displayed at Staithes, or backlit, cut out monoliths could create striking pieces
immediately commanding attention.
The southern entrance and foreshore road to Bridlington highlights the
underutilised southern elevation of the Spa. When not in use for event
promotion, this expansive gable offers a strategic and highly visible opportunity
for Bridlington Bay branding placement and key event date promotion, capturing
the majority of the south bay audience.
Given the response from stakeholders to the volume of vacant premises
detracting from the amenity value of some areas, there are couple of
opportunities which would be worth consideration and further review. We
consider this factor particularly important for the next 2 years, given the
challenging trading environment and impact of Covid 19 as business support
ceases.
i.

The opportunity to work with landlords and have a standardised front
window wrapping with the Bridlington Bay branding and key messages to
cover / conceal vacant premises.

ii.

A preferential short-term tenancy / pop-up scheme, supporting an artist
in residence programme or visiting artist scheme, so that these spaces
could be utilised to ensure they’re occupied during peak season at a
reasonable cost, if linked to a marine, maritime or sea themed outputs.
This could be basic facilitation, simply promoting the scheme and hosting
a waiting list that can be drawn upon by landlords to cover short-term
gaps. We note a comparable scheme in Keith, Moray, saw a 10%
conversion rate from pop-up or temporary store to long term tenancy.

The influence of previous focal artwork installations in the town has seen mixed
feedback and in dialogue with stakeholders, the Gansey Girl was specifically
held up as an exemplar with significant on-going impact and draw, attributed to
its quality, subject and placement.
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We note the Martlets Snowdog public art trail in Brighton in 2016, comprising of
67 pieces, attracted a new footfall of 350,000 people and saw an industry leading
60% visitor engagement rate on social media, culminating in an estimate of a
£10.1 million benefit to the local economy.
Comparatively the Larking Toads series and trail realised footfall of an extra
120,000 visitors to Hull with a £500,000 economic benefit; this is against a
background of a £150,000 capital costs, mainly covered by commercial
sponsors.
Acknowledging these outcomes and how the artists have delivered engagement
with obscure subjects, we believe there is potential for a Lobster-based, large
scale, mass participation sculpture series which could be distributed throughout
the Bridlington Bay geography.
i.

This would support local artists and give them the opportunity to engage
and raise their profile through a collaborate commission.

ii.

Given the limited nature and colour-palette of natural lobsters, this
approach allows for the creation of pieces which will continue to engage
and maintain audience interest.

iii.

There is an opportunity to bring in significant match funding support and
sponsorship to subsidize the scheme.

iv.

In recognition of the current awareness of lobster and profile in the
town, this affords an opportunity for significant volume of sculpture
installations covering a broadscale area throughout the town.

v.

One key issue recognised with existing sculpture trails in the region is
their lack of connection, or wayfinding from piece to piece, however by
installing a volume of sculptures through an approach such as this, key
areas could be themed and carry a concentration of pieces to allow
linkage and line of sight from one to another.
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Communications and Marketing
“We have a lovely coastline and lots of history, some people come just for the fishing
heritage, it should be an easy sell”



The most fundamental and constructive feedback on the Bridlington Bay
Strategy was the need for a broadscale, coordinated and long-term marketing
campaign. Introducing a new geographic moniker will be challenging and whilst
many stakeholders understood the justification, this element was a clear
concern which they suggested would need considerable investment, imagination
and a long-term commitment from the council to take this forwards.



Stakeholders were critical of lack of inclusion of a Yorkshire element in
proposals, suggesting this was the greatest association and opportunity for
brand recognition. There remains broadscale support to incorporate some
Yorkshire element, brand component or linkage to the strategy.

Recommendations
-

The creation of a centralised website platform, hosting all content, signposting
and functioning as the main information source for Bridlington Bay content. We
would recommend a similar format to the Cornwall Good Seafood Guide (without
the ratings pages). This site is a UK exemplar of fishing industry promotion,
including pages on where to buy, recipes, information on the fisheries and event
promotion.

-

Creation and management of dedicated social media streams – with funding
promotion for targeted marketing at a catchment of tourists within 100 miles,
based on stakeholder feedback for their main target audiences. We note from
our experiences with seafood marketing even basic paid promotion in the £10 £20 per post range can realise up to a 30-fold increase in reach.

-

Support to re-imagine and rebrand initiatives such as the Yorkshire Signature
Seafood Programme. Whilst this was a successful programme delivered in the
region from 2018 – 2020, retaining broadscale support from local restaurants
and outlets, its impact was reduced with the cessation of EMFF funding support.
However, a key impact noted from its outputs was that targeted and sponsored
social media promotion saw credible impact and measurable footfalls increases
for some venues.

-

The creation of Chef demonstration videos for social media, encompassing
seafood preparation, cooking and seafood handling techniques has been a wellreceived medium with significant success and response across a variety of
online platforms.
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Merchandise
“We need products for the kids and the families which they can take home on the coaches
and buses, we need things to buy, not just eat”.



Due to both time constraints and the influence of Covid 19 with furlough scheme
and venue closure, only a small amount of resource was allocated to direct
engagement of retail units specialising in merchandise. Following initial dialogue
with a handful of outlets it became apparent that both the uncertainty over the
future of their operations, and a disconnection and unfamiliarity with the
Bridlington Bay concept was a barrier to constructive engagement. The general
feedback was that these stores would carry any retail lines or branded items
which were likely to sell if they had good margin or volume potential. In
recognition of this and following dialogue with the ERYC contract managers we
altered our approach to review specific retail opportunities.

Recommendations
The appeal of lobsters is a low market segment in the UK retail sphere, with
challenging charismatic characteristics, so there are fewer than average
current stock and retail lines. Engagement with some of the major
manufacturers, or opportunities to link with the existing suppliers should be
considered to help pump-prime lines and ensure sufficient product lines can be
developed to meet demand.
Opportunities exist for strategic relationships with a number of UK and
international suppliers, and ERYC may wish to open dialogue about developing a
Bridlington Bay range or authorise logo use. If a supply chain can be created
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and Bridlington Bay catalogue developed, then opportunities exist to authorise
and promote some vendors as Official Bridlington Bay merchandise retailers.
Mascot / Soft Toy: In review of supply chains, we would recommend
engagement and dialogue with one of the established lobster soft toy
manufacturers in America. In comparison to UK suppliers, the price point,
ethical provenance and manufacturing transparency is considerably clearer,
and manufacturers such as Mary Meyers or Wild Republic are key actors in this
sector.
In comparison of price, existing suppliers of UK plush toys are seeking a
considerable premium, with a £10 - £12 disparity between RRP, whereas
manufacturers such as Mary Meyers have customisation options and already
support both Maine and Cape Cod branding as standard, so have capacity to
incorporate Bridlington Bay within a £6-£8 price point.
Whilst we fully anticipate that private businesses will source and generate their
own stock of lobster merchandise, there are some key suppliers of more
premium products which we would encourage engagement with, and which may
support customisation to incorporate the Bridlington Bay branding. The
development of an initial offer, linked to the Bridlington Bay brand, or offered as
official merchandise, could function as anchor sales to build demand and
interest. Of note:
Caroline Cleave: specialist stationary lines with a strong European lobster and
brown crab series.
Richard Bramble: a UK artist with specialist lines of ceramics and cookware
focusing on sea life.
Emma Ball: specialist stationary lines for marine, sea life and a coastal town
aesthetic.

Five Priority Development Sites
It is clear that the potential development of Bridlington Bay around lobster and the fishing
industry is multi-faceted with specific locations aligning with different sub-themes. There
is potential for lobster to be presented in different contexts to service a full range of
tourists, from street food to restaurant meals and art to activities. We have reflected on
comments provided by stakeholders and highlighted potential developments that could
provide a foundation and stimulate the Bridlington Bay strategy with broadscale benefits
across the town.
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Site One – The Harbour Plaza


The harbour represents the most iconic venue associated with the re-imagination of
Bridlington as a seafood destination, and the quality of its Bridlington Bay offer will
be a key measure of the brand’s success and tourism appeal.



There are currently only two visible references to lobster in the harbour, one on an
information board and a second in a retail unit offering predominantly reconstituted
‘fake’ lobster tails.



Interviews with key industry actors have provided a range of opinions on how the
general public and tourists can be more successfully engaged in the harbour area.
A key commonality was that the industry already suffers considerable disruption
from the public and there is a preference that operational areas are not subject to
more intensive footfall.



Additionally, several stakeholders identified that access is problematic and in
particular the current coach drop-off point is a very poor introduction to the town,
dispersing onto a narrow and busy footpath, with limited wayfinding support.



To gauge opportunities the NSMC undertook a brief review of other successful
harbour regeneration projects, seafood tourism attractions and tourism enrichment
projects for comparison and to identify key successful lessons.

Recommendations
In review of the East Riding Council’s assets in the harbour’s locality and
opportunities to create a flagship Bridlington Bay offer we propose the following.
-

The creation of a Harbour Plaza Complex in the Langdale wharf car park,
revising this awkwardly shaped car park into an outdoor seafood centre and
retail space, to create a dramatic and theatrical focal point.

-

Regeneration opportunities should be considered, drawing on examples of ‘The
Old Police Station’ regeneration at Filey which created 5 50m2 units and Amble
Seafood Centre which introduced 15 retail incubator pods at 10m2. Both of these
developments have been transformational, redirecting footfall and dwell time in
previously thoroughfare areas.

-

The inclusion of extended canopies on the retail unit frontages to create a
communal semi sheltered seating area. This should both provide an attraction
and holding draw, allowing patrons to utilise multiple vendors.

-

We propose that retail units should be blended between a mix of merchandise
and food outlets, catering to the café and street food market. Specific
consideration should be given to the need for a centralised family-friendly
evening venue.
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-

We would also recommend the inclusion of provision for a visiting vendor space,
whether that accommodates a specialist food truck or musician element.

-

The rental income from the retail units should provide an opportunity to offset
the loss of current car park revenues

-

A specific stakeholder has expressed an interest in operating an information
point with links to the lobster hatchery on Gummers Wharf which could be
pursued and developed as a general welcome venue.

-

The relocation and creation of a new recessed coach drop point. This would ease
traffic flow, which is currently restricted to one lane whilst drop-offs occur, and
additionally provide a welcoming, relaxed introduction with easy access to
surrounding facilities.

-

‘Welcome to Bridlington Bay’ – we propose an extension of the raised walkway
over the retail units to increase the walkway width from 6m to 10 – 12m to create
a themed introduction parade.

-

This walkway is an underutilised asset providing strategic views across the
harbour and Bridlington Bay, affording the opportunity to observe the fishing
industry without creating greater obstructions.

-

We recommend a series of visual, interactive and themed wayfinding and artistic
elements to excite tourists, introduce the Bridlington Bay concept and reaffirm
the branding with multiple visible elements, sculpture, information boards, floor
lighting and strategic placement of the brand logo.

-

To complement this we propose to redevelop the inset verge lighthouse mural
beneath the Stirling Castle and reimagine this into the ‘World’s Largest Lobster’
at approximately 30m long. When viewed from the raised walkway this should
provide uninterrupted views and function as a key photo point.

Site Two – Promenade
-

Bridlington’s existing tourism demographic and visitor profile is dominated by
tourists utilising the town’s exceptional beaches. With concentrated footfall, high
levels of dwell time and repeat spend at seafront premises, the tourists
undertaking beach days represent a key and influential captive audience to
whom to introduce the Bridlington Bay concept and promote seafood
opportunities.

-

The significant investments and series of regeneration projects have a made a
substantial impact on the appeal of the promenade, with the contemporary
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beach chalets and thoroughfare creating an appealing seafront trail.
Opportunities exist to both complement the existing infrastructure and support
targeted regeneration or refurbishment of a series of key sites.
-

The Belvedere Park & Ride is a key gateway venue to the town, but stakeholder
feedback was that tourists lacked introductory signage and basic wayfinding,
leading to confusion and repeat requests for directions and information. The
current information point is unwelcoming and the semi-permanent building
appears tired and in need of refreshment.

-

The initial stretch of the South Promenade extends 700m without any significant
infrastructure and feels detached from the adjacent venues. With the split level
format, this site offers significant potential for development and introduction of
key focal points as tourists transit the area.

-

Drawing on local links with parents of key stage 1-2 children, general feedback
on the utilisation of Bridlington was that it had significant repeat visitation for its
soft play venues for pre-schoolers and key stage 1 children. However there was
little on offer with the exception of the leisure centre and beaches for the older
child demographic. Feedback highlighted that many parents then looked beyond
the coast for more appropriate venues, with a several comments highlighting
the quality and experience on offer at Dalby Forest with their activity and
outdoor adventure offer.

-

Concerns from some stakeholders were raised over beach litter generated from
the fishing industry and potential negative link between discarded waste from
the industry and promotion of their catches. Some comments were generated
from members of the fishing industry with recommendations that a stewardship
and traceability scheme for key waste items (printed boat or merchant names
on blue gloves etc) should be introduced.

Recommendations
-

The creation of a gateway entrance, mirroring the elements proposed for the
Harbour Plaza to provide consistent messaging and theatre for tourists arriving
and utilising the park and ride.

-

The theming of the South Promenade to provide a welcoming venue and sense
of parade whilst transiting.

-

The creation of a marine themed adventure park, strategically positioned in
close proximity to the park and ride. This would enhance visitor experiences, for
example following significant travel times to the town, offering an immediate
relief and exciting welcoming venue. Secondly in consideration of park and ride
frequency, this type of venue would benefit parents, both waiting to shuttle in,
and on returning from town. Thirdly we believe if designed correctly and at an
ambitious scale, this could become a standalone attraction, drawing in local
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repeat visitation. Opportunities for the theming items include possibilities such
as designing a climbing frame as a the World’s largest lobster pot, representing
another key attraction and photo opportunity.
-

Retail Recommendation – discussed in Retail Units page 17

Site Three – Old Town
-

Bridlington’s old town represents a significant opportunity to develop a
Bridlington Bay attraction and venue, with a unique offering which is a departure
from any other site in the town.

-

The narrow streets of the old town create a charm and feel more in keeping with
other market towns, or artisan and continental areas.

-

The independent retail shops, concentration of art venues and high end eateries
provide a concentration of quality outlets which should be advocated as a key
destination. However the area is relatively unknown to tourists, is problematic
to locate and is beyond easy walking distance from the main town.

Recommendations
-

The implementation of a road closure system to allow the pedestrianisation of
the two main streets of the old town. Complemented with licensing of street
based outdoor seating from a series of venues, we see an opportunity to create
an evening hub. This would create a significant and unique evening venue, with
multiple high-end offerings and eateries. We recommend engagement with
local shops and residents to gauge interest and determine appropriate windows
for when this would be suitable in order not to impact their current trade or
transport requirements.

-

Transport links with the proposed heritage bus route and consideration of a
drop-off and shuttle service linking the Harbour Plaza and Old Town.

-

A programme and series of outdoor events, utilising the streets as both an
attraction and a venue, with opportunities for a series of outdoor events and
collaborative evenings.

-

The creation of an artist in residence venue or partnership location allowing for
regular refreshment and new material with a marine / seafood remit, linking
with the existing gallery venues and possible exhibition spaces.
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Site Four – Town Centre
-

Bridlington’s Town Centre represents both an opportunity and barrier to
progress for the implementation of the Bridlington Bay Strategy. The over
whelming response from stakeholders was the town is in decline, the loss of
anchor stores is impacting appeal and that key streets are seeing an increase in
dilapidated vacant store fronts or poor replacements for high street names. This
is not unique to Bridlington and is a UK wide issue with numerous drivers
exacerbated in coastal towns reliant on seasonal trade.

-

Several commentators suggested that Bridlington has devolved into a cheap and
cheerful destination, as its lacks any unique selling points or attractions to
standout in comparison to adjacent coastal towns in North Yorkshire or
Lincolnshire.

Recommendations
-

The creation of a series of public highly visible murals and artworks within the
main thorough fares of the town, in particular focusing on significant gable
murals. This will function as key focal points and story-telling, ensuring there is
connectivity between and town and harbour. Drawing on the examples such as
the York Tansy Beetle or Grimsby Great Escape pieces demonstrate that these
relatively low cost installations can be highly effective public art pieces and
photograph opportunities driving footfall to new areas.

-

The creation of a ‘town tail trail’, ‘lobster fact plaques’ or similar scheme. We
propose that a free activity booklet or stamp could be distributed from an
information point on the Harbour Plaza targeted at a primary age audience,
where children collect facts or a puzzle, as they navigate the trail. Once
completed this could be redeemed for a small prize. The beneficiary of this
approach being that tourism footfall will be navigated on a set course through
several key retail streets of the town, increasing exposure and spreading
opportunities through a greater extent of the town for an insignificant cost.

Site Five - Carnaby
-

Established seafood processors and local fish mongers have highlighted that
premises availability and suitability are key barriers in the region to microbusiness start-up and business expansion. From a brief review of the region’s
industrial rental stock it appears there are no tailored units available which are
dedicated and custom designed to meet environmental health and food
standards. This can be further evidenced by the fact that current major actors in
the micro and small business seafood sector in the Bridlington region are
operated from; a converted Victorian terrace, converted single storey garage, a
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retrofitted industrial warehouse and a two story retail unit with limited upstairs
access. Further anecdotes from two stakeholders confirmed they were unable
to restart a fish mongers business due to a lack of suitable premises available
in Bridlington.
-

The costs of retrofitting a premises are significant and appear to be a key
barrier to supporting the transition from home based cottage industry scale to
micro and small business establishment. The consequence being that the region
has failed to secure a secondary processing market, despite its prominence as a
major UK seafood region, and is instead displacing these skilled jobs to other
areas.

-

The success of one major crab processor within the Bridlington area (Venture
Seafoods) has demonstrated that a viable market exists. Stakeholder feedback
from the local food hospitality sector also evidences that the availability of local
seafood produce in small and regular quantities is a barrier to their uptake of
local seafood dishes, outlining a clear local market demand. Several
stakeholders have emphasised that recent events have led to an increase in
demand for seafood, with local provenance a significant marketing point.

-

Drawing on concurrent support we are providing to a number of small
businesses developing units across the North East, the retrofitting of industrial
units for seafood processing has ranged from £12,000 to £30,000, which as an
in-going cost for a microbusiness is highly prohibitive.

-

Further, with the influence of Covid-19 on the international export market, a
number of fishermen sought opportunities to develop local delivery and sales
markets, building on a historic tradition of small scale direct sales of fishers to
select customers. The premium associated with these direct sales has seen
several maintain this market even following the reopening of the export supply
chains. However, demand for cooked products and packaged seafood was a
barrier with the local live sale market limited due to the general public having
handling, cooking and waste disposal concerns. The report authors facilitated a
series of partnerships between fishermen and closed pubs, to support access to
suitability licensed catering kitchens allowing for batch cooking of shellfish.
Based on this experience we believe there will also be some demand from
fishermen to undertake light processing to continue and support development of
this direct sales market.
In review of current business footprints;



A common entry point is a 25m2 footprint which appears to be the minimum size
for a 1-2 person start-up, able to accommodate and remain compliant with
HACCP requirements, but can soon be outgrown if regular orders are secured.



Medium processing units fall in the range from 26 m2 – 50 m2



Large processing units appear to have a ceiling at 75m2.
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Notably, the medium and large premises size are dealing at wholesale scales,
requiring further supporting infrastructure and an additional external footprint
for vehicle fleets and employee parking etc. so appropriate scaling of sites will
be required.



Tailored construction to meet HACCP requirements, for hygienic wall, floor,
ceiling cladding and finishes would address the key barrier of in-going
conversion costs.



Floorplans designed to incorporate minimum requirements for welfare and
changing facilities would service licensing requirements and avoid costly
conversion.



The incorporation of floor gradients, drainage systems and freshwater points to
aid full wash-down.



Specialist shellfish waste disposal is an issue and authorisation for Carnaby
Waste Centre should be considered (in-line with Seafish guidelines).



Based on feedback from stakeholders including existing processing and
prospective tenants, there is indication of demand and long term potential for
occupation of a blend of sizes for 30 units.



Current funding schemes over a 3 year horizon offer opportunities for
equipment and seafood business support with standard intervention rates
ranging from 40% - 50%, this can increase to up to 80% for fishermen
diversifying. So to entice and ensure maximum occupancy an initial business
support package and signposting service could be offered to new tenants to
support wider funding support, start-up costs and business development.

Recommendations
 The assessment and development of a detailed feasibility and demand study for the
creation of a seafood village at Carnaby industrial estate, including consultation with
existing seafood businesses and potential start-ups to gauge design and
specification.


The outline design of a bespoke 15 unit and a 30 unit complex, including HASSP
compliant specification, with built-in capacity to combine individual units to
futureproof for longterm business expansion.



The provision of specialist business support to assist business start-ups,
transformation and new product development, drawing on external funding sources
such as the domestic Fisheries and Seafood Scheme.



Engagement with the ERYC household waste team to assess options for the
disposal of specialist shellfish waste and licensing options.
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Annex One – Recommended Next Steps and Pipeline
Year One
1. Secure relevant Bridlington Bay and Lobster Capital of Europe rights and protections.
2. Confirm geographic bounding of Bridlington Bay Strategy.
3. Expand consultation to encompass Hornsea, Withernsea and wider hinterland.
4. Commission research into optimum lobster freeze down process.
5. Market test lobster products, assessing public perception and preferences.
6. Establish pilot supply chain, recruit pilot outlets for trial & subsidize lobster products.
7. Commission marketing and branding package.
8. Undertake Seafood village processing demand and design study.
9. Commission design and scoping works for Harbour Plaza development.
10. Tender for inset lobster sculpture creation to replace lighthouse mural as key
attraction.
Year Two
11. Assess the economic model for a lobster processing and freezing facility including
external funding support opportunities.
12. Introduction and lease of new seafood kiosks – with scoping for potential domestic
fisheries fund support.
13. Support lobster supply chain establishment, and restaurant and food outlet uptake.
14. Provide signposting & business support for new business start-ups or expansion into
Bridlington Bay & Lobster products – suggest similar to SBC model with small
delegated grants scheme.
15. Launch Yorkshire Seafood Trail.
16. Launch fixed events programme –including quarterly seafood market & annual festival.
17. Programme mass participation capital lobster artworks.
18. Undertake community consultation for the five identified development areas.
19. Costing and options appraisal for wayfinding enhancement and theming.
Year Three
20. Capital works for harbour plaza.
21. Capital works for seafood village and lobster processing facility.
22. Create a retail catalogue of authorised merchandise to support local retail businesses.
23. Implement focused and targeted marketing campaign.
24. Assess opportunities for marine-themed adventure park.
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